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🚫Illigitimate🚫 
 
📌Trump was elected with the help of a hostile foreign
nation 
 
📌Russia attacked us. We still doesn’t know the full story.
Stay tuned! 
 
WH = A Culture of Dishonesty 
 
Trump seethes after MR paints damning portrait per WH
aides 
 
📌TeamTrump & RUs = 140 contacts

🚫Illigitimate2🚫 

 

Barr’s incredibly misleading words 

 

Due Process: 
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Prosecutors do not stand on the courthouse steps BEFORE a trial & announce a

defendant is guilty of a crime, ergo SC was unwilling to stand on the steps of Congress

& announce “Trump Is guilty - so impeach him.”

🚫Illigitimate3🚫 

 

The counterintel probe into TeamTrump & RU is ongoing 

 

Sean Hannity aided the Trump Tower meeting clean-up effort 

 

Erik Prince financed effort to find HRC’s emails 

 

DEMs examine Prince’s stmts on 2017 Seychelles meeting for possible perjury

🚫Illigitimate4🚫 

 

MR: Senate Intel Chair Richard Burr was a backchannel for the WH. 

 

📌Burr apparently passed along information about the FBI investigation to WH

counsel Don McGahn, who then passed it along to Trump. 
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Nadler subpoenas full findings, Trump profanely pushes back

🚫Illigitimate5🚫 

 

Mueller Exposes Erik Prince’s Lies About His Rendezvous with Kirill Dmitriev, the

head of Russia’s sovereign wealth fund 

 

Falcon Edge Capital’s Rick Gerson teamed up with Dmitriev to draw up on

‘Reconciliation’ Plan 

 

Kushner gave plan to Bannon, Tillerson

🚫Illigitimate6🚫 
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"That’s not how an innocent person reacts":  

 

Late-night hosts rip Trump, Barr over Mueller report 

 

MR notes Trump personally called Rosenstein after Comey firing & asked Rosenstein

to ‘hold a press conference defending Trump’ 

 

He refused, & launched SC probe

🚫Illigitimate7🚫 

 

Kremlin allies sought out Trump on Putin’s behalf.  

 

Alfa Bank’s Aven saw Putin’s remarks as implicit directives 

 

MR reveals Sarah Sanders lied for Trump. #SHSresignNow 

 

Sanders isn’t Trump's WH press sec as much as she is America’s main minister of

propaganda.
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🚫Illigitimate8🚫 

 

Email from Kilimnik to Manafort in Dec 2016, more than 2 months after Page "left"

the campaign:  

 

"Carter Page is in Moscow today , sending messages he is authorized to talk to Russia

on behalf of DT on a range of issues of mutual interest, including Ukraine."

🚫Illigitimate9🚫 

 

Democrats Draw Closer to a Dicey Question: Whether to Impeach Trump 

 

Need 67 votes (2/3) for successful Impeachment. 
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Failed Impeachment is suicide. 

 

Prudent to wait: CI, Butina, NRA, RNC 💦💰, etc cases will decimate GOP ranks. 😎

🚫Illigitimate10🚫 

 

The NDC rector: “computer glitch” may have been behind the rapidly spreading blaze

that devastated the 850-year-old architectural masterpiece. 

 

'Still alive!': NDC’s 180k bees survive cathedral fire 

 

NDC’s Safety Planners Misjudged How Fast Fire Could Spread
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